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Abstract

1. Introduction

An Integrated Sounding System (ISS) that combines state-ofthe-art remote and in situ sensors into a single transportable facility
has been developed jointly by the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and the Aeronomy Laboratory of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA/AL). The instrumentation for each ISS includes a 915-MHz wind profiler, a Radio
Acoustic Sounding System (RASS), an Omega-based NAVAID
sounding system, and an enhanced surface meteorological station.
The general philosophy behind the ISS is that the integration of
various measurement systems overcomes each system's respective limitations while taking advantage of its positive attributes. The
individual observing systems within the ISS provide high-level data
products to a central workstation that manages and integrates these
measurements. The ISS software package performs a wide range
of functions: real-time data acquisition, database support, and
graphical displays; data archival and communications; and operational and posttime analysis. The first deployment of the ISS
consists of six sites in the western tropical Pacific—four land-based
deployments and two ship-based deployments. The sites serve the
Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) of
the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program and
TOGA's enhanced atmospheric monitoring effort. Examples of ISS
data taken during this deployment are shown in order to demonstrate the capabilities of this new sounding system and to demonstrate the performance of these in situ and remote sensing instruments in a moist tropical environment. In particular, a strong
convective outflow with a pronounced impact of the atmospheric
boundary layer and heat fluxes from the ocean surface was examined with a shipboard ISS. If these strong outflows commonly occur,
they may prove to be an important component of the surface energy
budget of the western tropical Pacific.

During the past two decades there have been
unprecedented advances in remote and in situ measurementtechnologies availableforatmospheric studies. Tropospheric profiling of meteorological parameters is one area that has seen particularly rapid
advancement (e.g., Dabberdt and Hardesty 1990;
Hooke et al. 1990), as sensors with increased time
resolution have allowed for accurate descriptions of
features that were previously unresolvable using conventional rawinsonde data. For example, wind profiler
measurements were used to investigate the structure
of fronts and jet streams (Shapiro et al. 1984) and of
mesoscale convective systems (Augustine and Zipser
1987). In addition, the deployment of networks of a
single type of profiling instrumentation, such as arrays
of wind profilers, has proven useful for studies of
midlatitude weather (Strauch et al. 1984; Zamora et al.
1987) and tropical circulations (Gage et al. 1991).
While these measurement techniques provide important insight into atmospheric circulations, observational studies of mesoscale atmospheric processes
frequently require four-dimensional fields of winds,
temperature, and moisture with greater time and
height resolution in the lower troposphere and lesser
resolution in the free troposphere and lower stratosphere. No single observational system, either research or operational, can routinely provide these
measurements. For example, wind profilers and other
remote sensing systems can provide routine highly
resolved wind profiles through the troposphere and
stratosphere (and a few into the mesosphere as well).
However, current remote sensing devices for temperature and humidity have substantial performance
limitations (e.g., Smith et al. 1990), are available only
in small numbers, and require significant human and
financial resources. In situ surface and sounding systems typically have attributes that are complementary to
remote sensors but also have accompanying limita-
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tions. The navigation aid (NAVAID) balloon-borne these outflows will play an important role in the surface
sounding system, for example, measures all of the energy budget over the TOGA COARE region.
primary atmospheric variables but is limited by balloon
drift, the relatively long period of time required to
complete a profile, the periodic nature of the sound- 2. Description of ISS measurement
subsystems
ings, and the cost of expendables when sounding
frequency is increased.
The ISS base station and its various subsystems
The collocation of various in situ and remote sensors at a single site has proven to be a powerful tool are shown in Fig. 1. The measurement subsystems of
for meteorological analysis (e.g., Parsons et al. 1991; the ISS deployed for TOGA/TOGA COARE included:
Dabberdt et al. 1993). The potential of this collocation
approach in overcoming the singular limitations of the • 915-MHz Doppler clear-air wind-profiling radar
various measurement systems and in taking advan- • Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS)
tage of their positive attributes led to the design of an • Cross-Chain LORAN Atmospheric Sounding
observing system that integrates a suite of in situ and
System (CLASS)-type NAVAID (LORAN/Omega)
remote sensing systems. This Integrated Sounding
sounding system
System (ISS) provides profile measurements of winds, • enhanced surface observing station.
temperature, and humidity with relatively high spatiotemporal resolution, along with data from a compreAdditional subsystems can and will be added as
hensive surface station. The ISS was developed new technologies become available. The ISS wind
primarily through cooperation between the Surface profiler and RASS (and related software) have been
and Sounding Facility of the Atmospheric Technology described in detail by Ecklund et al. (1988), Ecklund et
Division of the National Center for Atmospheric Re- al. (1990), Currier et al. (1988), and May et al. (1989).
search (NCAR/ATD/SSSF) and the Aeronomy Labo- The wind profiler operates in the UHF frequency at 915
ratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad- MHz, as a Doppler beam swinging system scanning in
ministration (NOAA/ERL/AL). The first ISS deploy- three directions. Radial wind velocities are obtained
ment occurred over the tropical western Pacific to over a possible 48 range gates using spectral moment
satisfy the scientific requirements of the extended and consensus averaging techniques. For the first
monitoring period for the Tropical Ocean Global Atmo- deployment, consensus averages were calculated
sphere (TOGA) program and the field phase of the over30-min intervals for two vertical modes—one with
Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment a 100-m vertical increment for high resolution and a
(TOGA COARE) (Webster
and Lukas 1992). In the following sections, we will deT A B L E 1. Wind profiler specifications.
scribe the ISS measurement
subsystems and the analysis and display software. We
915 MHz (32.8 cm)
Frequency (wavelength)
will also attempt to demon128
Number spectral points
strate the capabilities of the
ISS through examples taken
from this dataset. In particular, we will concentrate
on a strong convective outflow from a modest-sized
system when the ambient
environment was characterized by light winds. The outflow had a strong impact on
the boundary-layerstructure
and on the fluxes of sensible and latent heat from
the warm ocean surface. If
this study and an earlier
study by Bradley et al.
(1991) are typical, then
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Peak power

500 W

Height resolution (pulse length, 10"6 s)

100 m (0.7) and 400 m (2.8)

Pulse-repetition periods

50 and 100 10-6 s

Antenna type

Microstrip panel array

Antenna aperture

1.8 x 1.8 m

Beamwidth (one way)

9 deg

Beam steering

Electrically phased array

Beam directions

3: one vertical, and two orthogonal 21 deg off zenith

Number of range samples

48

Sample spacings

100 and 200 m

Maximum radial velocity

±11 m s_1
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designed for shipboard operation. In t h e s e s y s t e m s , the
microstrip antenna of the wind
profiler w a s m o u n t e d on a
gyrostabilized platform. Since
the atmospheric backscattered
signals measured by the profiler
are Doppler shifted by the motion of the ship, a three-axis accelerometer is incorporated to
measure oscillatory ship motions, while a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver determines the ship speed and heading. Details of the shipboard wind
profiler and results of an offshore test are given by Carter et
al. (1992).
The atmospheric sounding
system in the ISS is based on
FIG. 1. The NCAR/ATD/SSSF-NOAA/ERL/AL Integrated Sounding System as deployed on
NCAR's CLASS system (LaurManus Island during the extended monitoring period of TOGA and during TOGA COARE.
itsen
et al. 1987; Lauritsen 1991).
(Photograph by Hal Cole.)
The balloon-borne sounding system can be configured to use
second with a 200-m vertical resolution that was either LORAN or Omega navigational signals. Bedesigned for greater height coverage. The raw data cause of the lack of LORAN navigational signals in the
are of course recorded on site so that different pro- western Pacific, the ISS deploymentforTOGACOARE
cessing schemes, data quality algorithms, and aver- used the Omega navigational system. The Omega
aging intervals can be undertaken in postprocessing. soundings have less vertical resolution than the CLASS
The profiler specifications are listed in Table 1.
system, but have resolution comparable to those of
Operating in conjunction with the wind profiler is a most radio-based tracking systems. The ISS base
RASS, which directly obtains boundary-layer profiles station houses the sounding system electronics and
of virtual temperature. The profiles are obtained by an all-weather balloon launcher that is built into a
using the vertical beam of the profiler to track the specially designed swing-out compartment at one end
propagation of an acoustic wave front generated by a of the base station. Real-time sounding data consist of
broadband acoustic frequency source to meet the
10-s updates of smoothed wind, thermodynamic data,
Bragg match criterion. In the COARE deployment, and corresponding quality indicators. A large number
vertical profiles were obtained every 30 min using 5 of derived quantities are available as plots or tabulamin of acoustic signals. The vertical resolution of the tions during both the flight and postflight analysis.
RASS measurements is 60 m. The time and height
The surface station is an extension of the portable
resolution of the RASS makes it extremely suitable for automated mesonet (PAM) concept described by Brock
probing the boundary-layer processes. In the ISS et al. (1986), but the ISS incorporates a greater range of
software, a correction is included in the on-site pro- sensors. These sensors include wind, temperature,
cessing to remove the vertical air motions from the pressure, humidity, precipitation (accumulation and rate),
measured velocity of the acoustic shell. This correc- net radiation, and solar and infrared broadband
tion is employed, since the virtual temperature is downwelling radiation. One-minute averages of the
obtained directly from the speed of propagation of the surface data are recorded on site. Table 2 lists the suracoustic shell, while the vertical movement of the face instrumentation and performance specifications.
acoustic shell measured by the profiler is actually the
sum of this acoustic propagation and the vertical air
motion. In the presence of hydrometeors, an exact 3. The ISS software system
determination of the acoustic propagation velocity is
difficult since the measured vertical velocity also inA workstation, two PC-type systems, a local netcludes a contribution from the hydrometeorfall speeds. work, and the Unix operating system make up the
Two of the ISSs deployed in TOGA COARE were basic ISS central computing environment. The opera-
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TABLE

2. Surface instrumentation.

Manufacturer/Instrument

Precision

Accuracy

Pressure

Vaisala PTA-427 aneroid cell

0.1 hPa

±0.8%

Temperature

Vaisala HMP35C thermistor

0.1°C

±0.4°C

Relative humidity

Vaisala HMP35C thin-film polymer

0.1%

±2%

Wind velocity

R.M. Young 05103 propeller vane

0.1 deg, 0.1 m s~1

±5 deg, ±2%

Rainfall

Texas Electronics TE525 tipping bucket

0.25 mm

±1%

Net radiation

R.E.B.S. Fritschen net radiometer

0.1 Wrrr 2

±3.4%

Shortwave radiationi

Eppley pyranometer

0.1 Wrrr 2

±2.3%

Longwave radiation I

Eppley pyrgeometer

0.1 Wrrr 2

±3.7%

Variable

Vaisala Oy, Helsinki, Finland; R.M. Young Co., Traverse City, Michigan; Texas Electronics, Dallas, Texas; Radiation and Energy Balance
Systems, Inc., Seattle, Washington; Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Newport, Rhode Island

tion of the profiler and the Omega sounding system
are each controlled through the two PC-type systems,
while the base workstation focuses on integration,
display, and management of these products. Since
the individual observing platforms operate primarily as
stand-alone stations with their own computer control,
the dependency between systems is removed.

The primary software package used by the ISS
within this computing environment is the Zeb system
(Corbet and Mueller 1991). This package, along with
the core Unix services, some ancillary utilities, and
many modules developed specifically for the ISS,
make up the total software system. A key feature of
the software is the ability to modify system configurations to meet changes in instrument type dictated by
variations in scientific requirements or modifications in
data formats. The collection of information processing
tasks implemented in the ISS can be broadly divided
into functional areas, which are summarized in the
following brief descriptions.
a. Real-time data acquisition
Datasets are ingested continually as they become
available from the individual ISS observing platforms.
In most cases, the ingestion is accomplished via the
network, where a platform will simply transfer an
observation to the system as a file. The software
detects the presence of an observation and initiates
quality control and ingestion activities. For the less
complex platforms, serial line communications are
used for data transfer.

FIG. 2. An ISS display from the Manus Island ISS on 20 June 1992
showing an intercomparison between height profiles of wind speed
obtained using the 915-MHz wind profiler and using the Omega
sonde. Also shown are the temperature profile from the Omega
sounding and the virtual temperature profile obtained from RASS.
The offset between the two temperatures is primarily due to the
inclusion of moisture in the RASS estimate of virtual temperature.
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b. Real-time database support
All measurements from the ISS are placed in a realtime database. It is designated "real time" in the sense
that other system applications accessing the database can elect to be notified when new data have
arrived. This feature is extremely useful for real-time
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FIG. 3. A sea surface temperature map showing the warm pool of water found in the western tropical Pacific (from Xiao-Hai Yan, Victor
Klemas, and Dake Chen, copyright American Geophysical Union, 1992). The color scale for the temperature (°C) is located at the lower portion
of the panel.

graphical displays and operational computations, as
the displays and calculations can be automatically
u p d a t e d . T h e d a t a b a s e is d i v e r s e a n d highly
configurable, supporting a large variety of data types
oriented toward geophysical datasets. The capability
is provided even to completely configure the database
without compilation of code.
c. Real-time and posttime graphical display
A comprehensive suite of graphical displays provide capabilities to work with real-time and historical
data. An X - Y plotting capability was created during the
ISS development and has been the main method used
so far during the ISS deployments. The displays
include scalar time series of surface data, time-height
vector, standard wind barb and contour displays of
winds derived from the profiler and Omega soundings,
skew T-log p plots of Omega sounding data, and
time-height cross sections of virtual temperature derived from RASS. The time series displays are easily
modified for different start times, time intervals, and
variables displayed. An important aspect of these
displays is the ability to intercompare data from different platforms, such as winds from the profiler and
Omega soundings or temperature estimates from the
Omega soundings and RASS. An example of such an
intercomparison display that is available in real time is
shown in Fig. 2. Multiple windows on the workstation
also allow for the comparison of data from various
sites.
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d. Data archival
All datasets ingested by the ISS base station are
automatically archived. The current archival medium
is the erasable optical disc (EOD). The EOD has the
advantages of high storage capacity, reusable and
removable media, and a hierarchical file system. The
latter characteristic is especially convenient for the
organization and maintenance of the data archive and
is a feature not easily implemented with traditional
tape devices. The high storage capacity of the EOD is
desirable considering that the ISS consists of observations with high temporal resolution from a fairly large
number of different observing platforms.

4. Deployment of the ISS for
TOGA/TOGA COARE
The tropical western Pacific is characterized by an
expansive pool of warm sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) that cover nearly 7.5 million km 2 (Fig. 3). This
warm pool has been shown to be a crucial source of
energy in the global circulation system (Hoskins et al.
1989). Significant variations in the warm pool occur in
conjunction with short-term climatic variations. For
example, during El Nino, the warm SSTs extend
eastward toward the west coast of South America.
These variations in SST and the accompanying disruption in atmospheric circulations—together termed
the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)—have been
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FIG. 4. Map of the TOGA COARE experimental area showing the
instrumentation associated with the inner intensive flux array and the
outer array (from the TOGA COARE operations plan, 1992).

proposed to play a role in droughts in Australia, India,
and Africa, floods in South America, and severe winter
storms in the United States.
The TOGA COARE project was designed to promote understanding of the role of this pool of warm
water in the tropical ocean and global atmosphere
system. TOGA COARE includes a one-year extended
monitoring phase and an embedded four-month intensive field program (November 1992-February 1993).
A detailed overview of the scientific motivation and
goals of TOGA COARE can be found in Webster and
Lukas (1992). The reader is referred to their study for
further details. The project is a major international
effort with participation from 19 countries and over 800
scientists. The U.S. participation in the field phase
alone includes scientists from more than 30 universities. The field experiment was coordinated from an
operations and communication center in Townsville,
Australia. The TOGA COARE International Project
Office 1 is responsible for coordinating the various
scientific and logistical aspects of TOGA COARE.
The western Pacific warm pool region is character1 TOGA COARE International Project Office, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 803073000.

FIG. 5. An Omega sounding taken by the ISS on RA/ Shiyan #3 with
the temperature and dewpoint temperature plotted in standard meteorological format on a skew T-logpdiagram. The winds are plotted in
vector format such that the vector length is proportional to the wind
speed and the vector points in the direction that the wind is blowing
toward (i.e., the vector points to the north for a southerly wind). The
figure is an example of a display that is available in real time, (a) A
sounding launched at approximately 2305 UTC on 12 November
1992. (b) A sounding launched at approximately 0449 UTC on 15
November 1992. (c) A sounding launched at 1650 UTC on 18
November 1992.
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ized by widely spaced atolls and islands, making the
horizontal resolution of the operational meteorological
surface and upper-air data networks relatively poor. A
network of six ISSs was deployed for TOGA COARE
to enhance the surface and upper-air networks (Fig.
4). The deployment was also a cooperative venture
with NOAA/ERL/AL's long-term effort for TOGA that
deploys wind profilers to monitor tropical atmospheric
circulations (Gage et al. 1990).
The first ISS for TOGA COARE was installed at the
Momote airport weather station on Manus Island, in
the country of Papua New Guinea, in late April 1992.
The Manus Island ISS will operate for at least a year
to support both the intensive field phase and the
extended monitoring period. The second ISS was
installed on the Kapingamarangi Atoll in mid-July
1992. Kapingamarangi is the southernmost island of
the Federated States of Micronesia. The atoll is inhabited by approximately 300 Kapingamarangians but
does not contain any visitor facilities. Thus, the setup
crews not only had to bring a shelter for the instrumentation but also had to construct a shelter for the staff
that operated the ISS through June 1993, as well as a
separate building for two diesel generators that powered the ISS. The operation on the atoll presents a
number of unique logistical problems primarily because of its remote location. For example, the atoll is
reached by ship only on a monthly interval, and the
cruise from Cairns, Australia, to install the ISS took six
days. A large amount of supplies, including food and
a potable water system for the operators, were brought
on the setup cruise. Also, since the communication
link to the atoll is weak, an International Maritime
Satellite communication system was installed to provide voice and data communications to Boulder and
Townsville. All instrumentation and supplies had to be
brought aboard a small runabout, since the atoll has no
suitable deep-water facilities.
The third and fourth ISSs were installed in midAugust 1992 on the island nation of Nauru and at
Kavieng in the province of New Ireland, Papua New
Guinea. In addition to the data from the standard ISS
instrumentation, the ISS at Kavieng was supplemented
with additional remote sensors by the Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ARM) program. These additional remote sensors included lidar and microwave
radiometers. The fifth and sixth ISSs were installed on
ships during October 1992 in the port cities of
Guangzhou and Quingdao, People's Republicof China.
The two research ships are the research vessels (R/
V) Kexue #1 and Shiyan #3. The two shipboard
systems, together with the ISSs on Kapingamarangi
and the Kavieng Islands, make up the four corners of
the intensive flux array in the inner COARE observational domain (Fig. 4).
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Data from these six ISS sites are sent to NCAR in
Boulder in near real time via a GOES satellite link. The
data are transmitted in GTS (Global Transmission
System) formats so that they can be used by operational forecast centers in the United States and Australia, at the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and in a higher-resolution format employed by the ISS display software.
After the higher-resolution datasets arrive at NCAR,
they are checked for quality and sent over an Internet
link to the T O G A C O A R E operation center at
Townsville, Australia. The data are also accessed by
investigators at a second TOGA COARE operation
center for aircraft deployment located in Honiara on
the island of Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. In
addition, the raw data are recorded at each ISS.
Because of the large bandwidths required to send the
entire dataset over the GOES satellite link, only a
partial dataset is transmitted. For example, averages
of surface measurements are calculated and recorded
at 1-min intervals, but only 30-min averages are
transmitted. Similarly, low- and high-resolution wind
profiles are derived from the 915-MHz system every
30 min, but only one low-resolution profile is transmitted on an hourly basis. Of course, the full spectrum
from each beam of profiler data is actually recorded on
site so that different averaging schemes and data
quality checks can be undertaken in postanalysis. The
vertical resolution of the Omega soundings is also
decreased for transmission.

5. A preliminary look at the ISS data
In this section we will show an analysis of a strong
convective outflow observed during TOGA COARE
with an ISS in order to demonstrate the capabilities of
this new integrated approach to atmospheric sounding systems. The gust front discussed in this study
was observed at R/V Shiyan #3 at - 0 2 4 1 UTC on 18
November 1992 during the intensive field phase of
TOGA COARE. We will begin with Omega soundings
from the R/V Shiyan #3 to present some characteristics of the large-scale environment prior to the passage of the gust front (Fig. 5). The first sounding in this
series was taken at approximately 2305 UTC on 12
November and reveals a very dry layer between - 8 8 0
and 710 mb (Fig. 5a) with a very low equivalent
potential temperature of nearly 310 K. As the parcel
ascent shown in Fig. 5a indicates, this layer is also
relatively warm and represents a significant deterrent
to the formation of deep convection. In addition, if a
lifted parcel could overcome this stable layer, there
would be very little convective instability present at this
time. Over the next few days, as the soundings taken
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FIG. 6 . Infrared satellite image for the convective event containing the gust front for the time period from 0 0 0 0
approximate location of the R/V Shiyan #3 is denoted by an arrow.

at 0449 UTC 15 November (Fig. 5b) and 1650 UTC on
18 November (Fig. 5c) indicate, the boundary layer
and the dry layer above it slowly moistened, while the
convective inhabitation associated with the warm layer
decreased. These changes led to a gradual increase
in the degree to which the atmosphere was unstable
to deep convection. For example, the sounding taken
at 1650 UTC on 18 November (Fig. 5c) is extremely
unstable to deep convection, with a convective available potential energy (CAPE) of approximately 2500 J
kg -1 . It was in this environment, which was slowly
becoming more conducive to deep convection, that
the convective system containing the strong convective outflow was formed. The satellite image for this
system prior to its passage over the R/V Shiyan #3 is
shown in Fig. 6. From this figure it is evident that the
system was relatively modest in horizontal extent. The
radar data from the R/V Vickers (not shown) indicate
that the convective cells within this system had
reflectivities in excess of 35 d b Z
A time series of surface wind speed and air tem-
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UTC

on

18

November. The

perature is shown in Fig. 7 for the period from 1400
UTC on 15 November to 0900 UTC on 19 November
1992, taken from the ISS on the R/V Shiyan #3. During
the suppressed period prior to the convective activity,
a clear diurnal cycle is evident in the temperature and
wind speed, with the higher values of these variables
occurring during the daylight hours. The magnitude of
the diurnal variation is 2 to 3 m s~1 and 1.5° to 2.0°C in
wind speed and temperature, respectively. The SSTs
taken hourly on the R/V Shiyan #3 are also shown in
Fig. 7. The SSTs also show a clear diurnal trend but
with a smaller amplitude than the air temperatures. A
number of possible reasons exist for the relatively
smaller diurnal range in the SST, including an underestimation of the variation in the SST skin temperature
by the bucket technique and/or an overestimation of
the air temperature variation by radiational heating/
cooling of the sensor or by the effects of a ship heat
island. The ventilation of the temperature sensor and
its placement on a tower approximately 17 m above
the deck should help reduce, but perhaps not elimi-
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nate, the latter effect. Superimposed on this diurnal gust front but prior to a second pulse of cold air
variation was a convective event that contained a observed at 1015 UTC (see Fig. 7). The virtual temstrong outflow with ~4.5°C of cooling and a change in perature difference in the surface data between these
the wind speed from nearly calm to 1-min average times is also quite close to 3°C. Immediately after the
speeds in excess of 10 m s~1. After the arrival of this passage of the gust front, the air throughout most of
outflow, it took approximately 18 h for the air tempera- the boundary layer was very stable, as evidenced with
ture to recover to its undisturbed value. The diurnal the strong increase in 6v with height. From the RASS
trend in wind speed was not present during this profiles one can clearly observe that the depth of the
recovery period. In comparison to the large diurnal cold pool is 500 m. A layer where Gv is nearly constant
variation in air temperature, the diurnal trend in SST with height is observed above the cold pool at this
was not greatly disturbed by the passage of this time. Since the Gv in this layer is within 0.5°C of the
previously observed mixed layer, the observations
outflow.
The data from the RASS and wind profiler allow one suggest that the layer above the cold pool at this time
to probe the vertical structure of this outflow,observe may have been the mixed layer that has been lifted
the temporal changes in the boundary layer that occur over the advancing cold air mass. It is also possible
with the passage of this system, and detail the bound- that this neutral layer may have a different origin, such
ary-layer recovery process. A
time series of vertical profiles
The data from the RASS and wind profiler allow one to probe the
of virtual potential temperavertical structure of this outflow, observe the temporal changes
ture (0v) was constructed from
the RASS-measured virtual
in the boundary layer that occur with the passage of this system,
temperature and the temperaand detail the boundary-layer recovery process.
ture, humidity, and pressure
values measured by the ISS
at the surface. (Note that the
ISS pressure sensor was lost
overboard in rough seas during repairs; the surface as resulting from turbulent mixing. The subsequent
sensor on the ship was used, and the measurements two vertical profiles of Qv, taken at 1602 and 2202 UTC,
were interpolated in time.) Once the profiles of Gv were show a gradual warming of the lower levels toward
constructed, they were subjectively smoothed to re- conditions more similar to those observed prior to the
move suspect points, which resulted in layers that arrival of the gust front.
greatly exceeded the adiabatic lapse rate fortemperaThe boundary-layer recovery time estimated from
ture. While this procedure is likely to reduce the biases these profiles and the surface measurements is apevident in the RASS virtual temperature, the measure- proximately 18 h for the event and approximately 12 h
ments were not specifically corrected for this problem, from the time of the second pulse of cold air. Some
so that one must consider these estimates to be caution is advised since this estimate ignores the
accurate only in the relative sense. (In particular, the possibility of changes due to advection, radiation, and
warm bias aloft sometimes evident in the RASS data other processes. In the lower layers, however, the
may cause an underestimation of the height of the movement of the system from the south, together with
mixed layer. Work is under way on determining the the light southerly winds during the recovery, suggest
bias for the TOGA COARE environment.) Vertical that the advective effects are likely to be secondary. In
profiles that seemed to be contaminated by hydrom- addition to the pronounced decrease in 6v below 500
eteors were also discarded for the reasons explained m, the RASS data also suggest that a smaller cooling
earlier. Profiles were then selected for display based associated with the system may have taken place at
on temporal continuity.
heights above this level through comparison of the
The resulting time series of vertical profiles of 6 v ambient profile at 0032 UTC on 18 November with
derived from the RASS and the surface data (Fig. 8) subsequent profiles. However, the small magnitude of
clearly indicate the changes that occurred in the the cooling is approaching the level of accuracy of the
boundary layer with the passage of this outflow. The instrument and the possible role played by other
first profile shown in Fig. 8 was taken at 0032 UTC on processes.
The wind profiler data associated with this convec18 November and shows a mixed layer with a 6 v of
- 3 0 4 . 5 K. The next profile, shown at 0902 UTC, shows tive outflow (Fig. 9) indicate that the boundary-layer
the impact of the gust front with a reduction in 0v of winds ahead of the system are nearly calm. The
~3°C observed in the lowest range gate. This profile passage of the gust front is marked by the developwas taken after the arrival of the leading edge of the ment of stronger southerly winds. In the time period
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between 0400 and 0600 UTC, the disturbed southerlies extended to above 1.0 km, but in the subsequent
times, the southerlies extended well below this peak
level. After the passage of the gust front, the winds in
the lower boundary layer became quite weak with the
exception of the winds near the leading edge of the
system. The light winds are consistent with the relatively long boundary-layer recovery times. The gaps in
the profiler-derived winds near 0330 and 1030 UTC
took place near the times when the RASS data
appeared to be contaminated with precipitation and
represent a typical difficulty that a consensus windfinding algorithm has in obtaining a representative
mean wind in the presence of convective precipitation

Hourly averaged estimates of the sensible heat flux
(Fig. 10a) obtained from (1) were used to address the
effects of convection on the sensible heat flux. The
primary impact of convection is a large increase in the
sensible heat flux from the background conditions, but
it is also evident that there is considerable variation in
the flux with time. The largest hourly average flux of
~41 W rrr 2 occurs just after the passage of the gust
front, when the air-sea temperature difference is
largest and the wind speeds are greatest. (A halfhourly average, not shown, produced a sensible heat
flux in excess of 50 W rrr 2 .) A second peak is also
evident between 1000 and 1100 UTC, when a second
pulse of cold air and higher wind speeds occurred (see
Fig. 7). In the 6 h between the two
peaks, the average values range
In their study, Bradley et al. showed evidence for an
between 15 and 23 W rrr 2 during the
increase in the sensible heat flux following a convective
disturbed period, while the surface
event due to an increase in the air-sea temperature differwinds remained relatively high. Aslow
ence and in the wind speed. Their study also argued congradual recovery in the air temperatures took place after 1100 UTC, with
vincingly for a larger bulk transfer coefficient at lower
the magnitude of the sensible heat
wind speeds based on experimental data.
flux slowly approaching values similar to but still slightly larger than those
observed in the ambient environment
with sharp gradients in fall speeds, vertical motions, ahead of the gust front.
and horizontal winds.
The consistency of the bulk formula approach can
The surface data from the ISS can be combined be tested by using these fluxes to predict boundarywith the SSTs and inputtothebulkformula for sensible layer recovery times and then comparing these estiheat flux from the ocean surface. The bulk formula for mates to the observed recovery rate. Neglecting the
contribution to the b o u n d a r y - l a y e r t e m p e r a t u r e
surface heat flux can be written as
changes due to advection and radiation and assuming
H=pcUCH(Ts-Ta),
(1) a linear variation of the sensible heat flux with height
from the ocean surface through the depth of the layer
where p is the air density, cp the specific heat of air at impacted from the convective outflow, one obtains
constant pressure, U the airspeed, C H t h e bulk transdT/dT=U(T-Ta)Ch/h,
(2)
fer coefficient for sensible heat,' and Ts and Ta the sea
surface and air temperature, respectively. A detailed
discussion of the use of this approach in conditions
found over the western tropical Pacific can be found in
Bradley et al. (1991). In their study, Bradley et al.
showed evidence for an increase in the sensible heat
flux following a convective event due to an increase in
the air-sea temperature difference and in the wind
speed. Their study also argued convincingly for a
larger bulk transfer coefficient at lower wind speeds
based on experimental data. Although their larger
coefficients were used in this study, the percentage
error in our calculated sensible heat fluxes is still likely
to be larger in light winds due to greater percentage
errors in the air-sea temperature difference partly
caused by the ship island effects and errors induced
by radiational heating/cooling, uncertainties in the
transfer coefficients, and the use of wind data from a
nonstandard height.
562

where h is the height of the cold convective outflow
and the other variables are defined as in (1). This
consistency check was applied to (2) for the time
period of 1600 UTC on 18 November to 0000 UTC on
19 November, when the temperature recovery was
approximately linear. Substituting U ~ 2.2 m s~1, ( 7 7 ) ~ 1.9°C, CH ~ 0.002, and h ~ 500 m into (2), one
obtains a mean temperature change over the boundary layer of only 0.06°C h~1. The observed recovery at
the surface was 1.3°C from 1600 UTC on 18 November to 0000 UTC on 19 November. Assuming a linear
variation in heating due to the sensible heat flux with
height from the value at the observed surface to a
negligible change at the top of the cold outflow, one
obtains a mean temperature change in the cold air
mass of ~ 0.08°C h~1. While the difference between the
two values is close considering that the values are
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fluxes are similar to, but somewhat larger
than, those found by Bradley et al. (1991),
suggesting a somewhat stronger outflow.

6. Discussion
This study described a new integrated
sounding system and used data taken
using this system to examine the structure of a cold outflow from a convective
system of modest proportions. The largescale conditions preceding this event
included a slow increase in the degree
of convective instability following very
suppressed conditions. The observed
evolution of the soundings is in some
ways similar to the well-known buildup
of potential instability found over the
FIG. 7. Time series of surface temperature (solid yellow line) and wind speed (blue
central United States during periods
crosses) from the R/V Shiyan #3 for 0000 UTC on 16 November to 1200 UTC on 19
November 1992. The figure is an example of a display available in real time. The sea
when pronounced capping inversions
surface temperature measurements taken aboard the R/V Shiyan #3 are superimare present. The resulting large CAPEs
posed on this figure as indicated by the white line.
observed at the end of the observed
time period stand in contrast to the 5 0 0 1500 J rrr 2 CAPEs frequently found over
meant to be only crude estimates, the differences tropical oceanic regions (e.g., Jorgensen and LeMone
1989). Since it has been proposed that the convective
would be far greater had we not applied the light wind
corrections to CH suggested by Bradley et al. (1991). instability inherent in the tropical atmosphere is limited
The magnitude of the temperature recovery is very
small in comparison to other warm-season field studies of cold air observed over relatively warm ocean
surfaces (e.g., Trier et al. 1990). The value of the
temperature change is also small enough so that other
processes such as radiation and mixing may become
important.
The latent heat flux was calculated in a manner
analogous to the sensible heat flux using
E=pLeUCE(Qs-Qa),

(3)

where Le is the latent heat of vaporization, C E the bulk
transfer coefficient for latent heat, Qs and Qa the
specific humidity using the sea surface and air temperatures, respectively. The corresponding flux values are shown in Fig. 10b. The pattern associated with
the passage of the outflow is qualitatively quite similar
to that found for the sensible heat flux (Fig. 10a), with
a strong increase evident relative to the ambient
values ahead of the system. The qualitative similarity
between the two estimates reflects a strong dependence of the increased fluxes on the increases in wind
speed associated with the convective outflow. The
magnitude of the latent heat flux, however, is far
greater than the sensible heat flux. In general, the
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FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of virtual potential temperature obtained
from the RASS measured virtual temperature and the surface measured temperature, humidity, and pressure measured by the ISS on
RA/ Shiyan #3 on 18 November 1992. A profile prior to the passage
of the gust front and three profiles after the passage of the gust front
are shown to illustrate the changes in the boundary layer.
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A previous climatological
study of convective outflows over
tropical oceans using data from
the GATE experiment by Barnes
and Garstang (1982) suggested
that cold pools in excess of 2 ° 3°C did occur over the eastern
tropical Atlantic Ocean but were
relatively rare. While a more definitive determination of cold pool
strength over the warm pool
awaits analogous climatological
studies based on TOGA COARE
observations, there is some evidence to suggest that cold outflows over the warm pool may
tend to be stronger than those
observed over the eastern Atlantic Ocean during GATE. For
example, Bradley et al. (1991)
found, using data taken during a
p r e - T O G A COARE cruise, that
FIG. 9. Time-height cross section of horizontal wind taken by the 915-MHz wind profiler from
"it was not uncommon for the air
the ISS on R/V Shiyan #3 from 2200 UTC on 17 November to 1400 UTC on 18 November 1992.
temperature to fall to around
A vector format is used with only the lowest 2 km of data shown to more clearly illustrate
26°C," which for air temperacharacteristics of the gust front in these light winds. The figure is an example of one of the plotting
tures
typical of the warm pool
conventions available for profiler data in real time.
would equate to a cold pool
strength of 3°C or greater. In our
i nthe ambient environment surrounding deep convec- monitoring of ISS surface data taken during TOGA
tive activity (Betts 1982; Xu and Emanuel 1989), COARE, numerous periods could be identified where
further investigation into the magnitudes of the CAPE
over the warm pool is clearly warranted to determine
the frequency of these large CAPEs, the frequency of
strongly suppressed conditions, and the relationship
(if any) between these two conditions.
The observed convective system was characterized by relatively strong cooling (~4.5°C) and maximum winds of 1 0 - 1 2 m s~1 nearthe leading edge of the
storm. The ISS data allowed one to detail the rather
slow recovery rate (~12 h) of the boundary layer in light
winds in the system's wake. Through combining the
measurements from the ISS with sea surface temperature observations, we were able to show that the
system led to a pronounced increase of the fluxes of
sensible and latent heat from the ocean surface.
Similar findings can be found in Young et al. (1992)
and Ledvina et al. (1993). The question that naturally
arises is, What is the frequency and magnitude of cold
air outflows induced by modest-sized convective systems under suppressed light wind conditions? This
question is crucial to our understanding of the surface
heat budget over the warm pool since observations
suggest that relatively small systems are the most
frequently occurring form of convection over the warm
pool.
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FIG. 10. Hourly average estimates of (a) the sensible heat and (b)
latent heat fluxes for 18 November 1992 calculated from the SST
measurements and ISS surface measurements of wind speed and air
temperature using the bulkformula. At low wind speeds the modified
coefficients of Bradley et al. (1991) were used. The impact of the
convective system is clearly observed.
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sociated with severe winds in middle
latitudes, the winds are strong relative
to the light ambient surface winds
frequently observed over the warm
pool and as we have shown earlier
result in pronounced modifications in
the surface fluxes.
The pressure traces for many of
these strong convective outflows (not
shown) tend to be small and frequently
less than 0.2 hPa, which implies that
the cold air mass is rather shallow.
The depth of the cold air directly impacts the overall stability of the lower
troposphere during the recovery. The
depth of the convective outflow examined in detail in this study was 500 m.
In the ISS data taken during the passage of larger mesoscale convective
systems, outflow depths were sometimes far greater. One example of an
outflow associated with a mesoscale
convective system is shown in the
FIG. 11. Time series of surface relative humidity (red solid line), wind speed (blue
crosses), temperature (yellow solid line), and rainfall (blue solid line) from the
wind profiler data (Fig. 12) from the
Kapingamarangi ISS for 1600 UTC on 28 August to 1900 UTC on 4 September. The figure
Manus Island ISS for 0000 to 1200
is another example of a display available in real time.
UTC on 30 June. The convective outflow was first evident in the surface
and profiler data near 0130 UTC and
the cold pool strength was in excess of 3°C. An gradually deepened to approximately 1.7 km. The
profiler height coverage through this system is also
example is shown in Fig. 11 from a time series of
surface
measurements
at
Kapingamarangi Atoll for the period from 1600 UTC on 28 August
to 1900 UTC on 4 September 1992.
In these data a diurnal temperature
range of ~2.5°C is observed on
most days without convection with
a maximum temperature (and a
minimum in relative humidity) taking place at - 0 1 0 0 UTC (near local
noon). During this time period, several precipitation events were evident. The strongest cooling associated with a convective outflow was
~4.5°C on 31 August. While the
relative humidity increased with this
event, the water vapor mixing ratio
actually decreased by ~2 g kg -1 .
Other large temperature drops can
be observed on 2 and 4 September. The 30-min average winds for
these events were frequently in the
FIG. 12. Time series of wind speed and direction plotted in standard meteorological
5 to 10 m s~1 range. Although this convention from the Manus ISS wind profiler for 0000 to 1200 UTC on 30 June 1992. The figure
magnitude seems small in com- is an example of the other plotting convention available for the profiler data in real time (the other
parison to the strong outflows as- example is the vector display in Fig. 9).
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worth noting as seemingly coherent winds are consistently available to over 10 km in height. Our preliminary observations suggest that profiler can estimate
the horizontal wind in stratiform precipitation in the
TOGA COARE area up to heights of 8 - 1 2 km. Under
clear conditions typical height coverages were of the
order of 5 km. In contrast, the height coverage for
similar profilers can be as low as 1 - 3 km in drier
conditions such as those commonly found in continental midlatitude winters. During TOGA COARE, the
"typical" RASS height coverage ranged between - 8 0 0
and 1500 m. Greater height coverage may be obtained since we sacrificed vertical coverage for improved vertical resolution.

7. Future studies
This study only hints at the capabilities of this new
approach to atmospheric profiling. For example, we
believe that the network characteristics of the ISS will
prove to be its most useful attribute through network
analysis and four-dimensional data assimilation. The
development of an Integrated Data Assimilation and
Sounding System (IDASS) is already underway using
a nonhydrostatic version of the Pennsylvania State
University/NCAR mesoscale model. The integration
of v a r i o u s m e a s u r e d p a r a m e t e r s to d e r i v e
nonmeasured variables is also a topic for future research.
After T O G A COARE, three of the ISS systems
(those on the two research ships and the system at
Kapingamarangi) will return to NCAR to become national facilities available for future field studies through
NCAR. The construction of a fourth ISS for this facility
pool is already under way. Two of the other TOGA
COARE systems will become part of the NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory of the tropical observing network.
The sixth system T O G A COARE system is owned by
and will subsequently be deployed at the National
Central University, Republic of China, in Taiwan.
Another ISS with additional capabilities has been
developed for Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
(ARM) project for the Department of Energy (DOE).
These additional capabilities include using an interferometric muliple-receiver wind profiler that greatly
decreases the assumption of spatial and temporal
uniformity.
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The Representation
of C u m u l u s Convection
in Numerical

Models

Meteorological M o n o g r a p h No. 4 6
Cumulus convection is perhaps the most complex and perplexing subgrid-scale process that must
be represented in numerical models of the atmosphere. It has been recognized that the water
vapor content of large parts of the atmosphere is strongly controlled by cloud microphysical
processes, yet scant attention has been paid to this problem in formulating most existing
convection schemes. This monograph is the fruit of the labors of many of the leading specialists in
convection and convective parameterization to discuss this and other issues. Its topics include: an
overview of the problem; a review of "classical" convection schemes in widespread use; the
special problems associated with the representation of convection in mesoscale and climate
models; the parameterization of slantwise convection; and some recent efforts to use explicit
numerical simulations of ensembles of convective clouds to test cumulus representations.
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